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Insulating Base 

Elpro offers a wide range of Insulating Base 

power distribution and transformers;

this, these goods are dimensionally accurate and have good capacity to bear wear and tear.

A high voltage lightning arrester provided with a surge counting device mounted adjacent

uppermost terminal by insulating 

being discharged directly to the ground and through the surge counter

well as the continuous leakage current

 

• Following attractive features of  Insulating Base:

             Highly efficient, durable and provide high performance

             Suitable for outdoor applications upto 245

             Insulating base for surge arrestors

             Available at competitive market rates

 

• Depending on the diameter different types of Insulating Bases are as below:

 

      1.   9LIB040D : Insulating Base with 40mm diameter.

         2.   9LIB060D : Insulating Base with 6

         3.   9LIB100D : Insulating Base with 10
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a wide range of Insulating Base for Surge Arrester widely used in in

transformers; it is manufactured under strict supervision. In addition to 

this, these goods are dimensionally accurate and have good capacity to bear wear and tear.

A high voltage lightning arrester provided with a surge counting device mounted adjacent

t terminal by insulating members. These are arranged in a way to prevent them from 

being discharged directly to the ground and through the surge counter which indicate surge as 

well as the continuous leakage current. 

Following attractive features of  Insulating Base:      

Highly efficient, durable and provide high performance 

outdoor applications upto 245 kV 

Insulating base for surge arrestors 

at competitive market rates 

Depending on the diameter different types of Insulating Bases are as below:

40D : Insulating Base with 40mm diameter. 

Insulating Base with 60mm diameter. 

Insulating Base with 100mm diameter. 
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